
This is an unedited strange book, seriously. I rode a few trains from San 
Jose, California to San Francisco, California in 2015 and wrote the whole 

time on my laptop and dumped that here. 

Maybe someone will enjoy it? What the fuck do I know? I’m just SomeGuY. 
Oh yeh there’s one train trip from San Jose to Sacramento as well. 

Enjoy the soulful spirit of Silicon Valley from a soulful, spirited strange 

muthafucka.

Anyway- here is an unedited strange book. There might be some repeated 
shit as I don’t have time to fix it right now as I’m making another fucking 

movie maaaaan.

[If you want to complain to me about it being unedited and all fucked up, 
don’t- as I don’t have time for your bullshit. Thank you, stay safe, drive 

safe, safely with face shields and masks and all that shit.]



Friday night in San Jose- seventy five degrees in October- nice it is 
quite- I tumble down the street on my rickety old Schwinn- I’m heading 

some where else as an excuse to talk to you whilst listening to myself- I 
finished planning a trip this coming week- I was going to travel by train to 

Reno to write on the way and to see a friend whom I met through my films- 
he was a fan of my films- I try and keep in contact as much as I can with 

people who appreciate what I do- he’s a really cool person so I don’t have 
to try to like him- I had contacted him to ask him when would be a good 

time for me to visit so I can stay up all night in come casino to come home 
the following morning- I’m about the writing- and I am curious to see what 

Reno plus sleep deprivation creates as far as these words on a page goes- 
upon contacting him I learned that he is going through a rough patch in life 

and was thinking about ending his life- he is a young man in America- mid 
20’s- a veteran of the U.S. Army- with some psychological baggage his 

time in the middle east with the military left him- My own father spend much 
of his adult life in and out of VA hospitals and I have a family member that 

worked as a nurse inside of them so I know that- well lets just say they 
don’t very good care of those men- So I’ll be taking 8 hours of trains to go 

to Reno and see him on Monday as my neck cranked down into a smart 
phone- if one of my few friends needs help I’m more than happy to go out 

of my way to do what I can to help- I’ve been suicidal myself- I had a half 
hearted suicide attempt when I was 17- taking a bunch of muscle relaxers 

as a cry for help and attention- so I know those thoughts and feelings have 
a lot to do with one’s perspective- we get in a bad groove in our mind- our 

perspective becomes a dutch angle in which everything is shit and the only 



solution seems to be ending ones life-  so perspective is huge- by talking to 
someone you can help change their perspective for the better- I hope I can 

help change my friends perspective on Monday-

Right now I’m inside of a new indoor strip mall of sorts with small 
restaurants and bars inside of it- a lot of people eating and talking- I’m not 

here to do either- I’m here to listen to myself and talk to you- 

Today is the first Friday of the month- on which several of the local art 
galleries open their doors and display what they’ve got- its a nice thing for 

the city as it brings people out into the real world to be around each other 
and it has nothing to do with hockey sticks or over priced hot dogs like what 

goes on in the cities major sports complex- I don’t know what to call it 
anymore as it seems the name changes to honor what ever corporation is 

paying the most to lay claim to the name at the moment- it started as the 
“San Jose Area”- makes sense- owned and financed by the city thats a 

good name- now I don’t remember the particular order but here’s some of 
the other names its been “ Compaq Center” “ HP Pavilion “ “ SAP Center” 

which I think it is now- but shit what does that say? Everything in our city 
can be had by the highest bidder? Well yes thats exactly how it is in 

Murica- the highest bidder can have anything they want- but that would be 
another book I’m not qualified to write-

-----



The smell of rain and dust from condo’s rushing into the air- sprouting up 
like concrete mushrooms after a rain storm- it just rained so I ride my old 

schwinn slower than usual as I weave past smart phone drivers driving like 
idiots- 

Annoyance at the actions of the smart phone automatons used to be a 

thing but now I look upon them as forces of nature whose behavior cannot 
be predicted- beware when the bluetooth are there- watch out when an 

iphoner is rolling through the hood with tinder and a boner-

Passing people with crooked necks- stares flow down into the smart phone- 
one on the corner- another in a car- five of them walking in a line- plastic 

white earbuds spill from their cochlea seemingly out of balance with a 
healthy social world in real life-

I’m now sitting in a whole foods seating area with Paris’s Pistol Politics 

bumpin on my headphones- a woman sitting in front of me turns to fund 
where the snare and clap is coming from as the non threatening pop music 

that drools out of the Bose speakers overhead isn’t really my thing. As she 
turns I recognize her face- one of a pair of twins who fancy themselves as 

musicians in this fair city- my non non-networking, lets just all be friends 
because we do similar things even though some of us are hacks autistic 

mind spills data into my short term memory so I can decide whether to 
change my facial expression or not. I look up with a blank face and feel 

nothing as rain falls and the song on my headphones says “raid, raid on” 



Trying to move forward mind stops and throws it into reverse- its raining- 

this woman is here- her twin or her herself I can’t tell- one of them sang 
some songs in a performance I had the misfortune of witnessing in a local 

hipster cafe- the crowd was full of yes friends, everything is awesome 
friends, friends that would never tell you the truth- none of those people 

were my friends- As the woman sang cliched lyrics each verse causing 
deeper cringe creases to eat into my face- it was torture hearing this empty 

cliched pop music about nothing spilling out of the face of a pretty woman 
that had nothing behind her eyes other than “awesome” or so she led the 

world to believe with her musical performance and choice of lyrics- and the 
lyrics were falling she came to a part in the song wherein a line ended with 

“raindrops” and I know what was coming “don’t do it! Don’t fuckin do it” I 
thought and she did it- the next line was “ raindrops keep falling on my 

head” I was out after that- I attended that venue as an attempt to maintain a 
friendship that ended in a dramatic turn and fizzle- a very dramatic, insane 

turn- I’ll get to that one in time-as of right now I’m running out of the time I 
allotted to sit here as commuters slowly poke past back to their condo 

caves- smart phones in their palms- pressed to their heads- a man jogs by 
smart phone in hand as he looks down at it while running-

I’m hallucinating- an error in my facial recognition software- the woman who 

I thought was a twin from a pair of uninspired singers- I’d seen the other 
one sing covers in a restaurant and a part of my brain fell asleep that night- 

it just woke up with a revelation- this is a man- it was not in fact one of 



these twins it was a man who just got up and threw something into the 
trash- when the human in question turned I only caught sight of its hair and 

the top of its eyes- like a true non human man I blame the error on 
extraneous factors and not myself- well any way I still hated those songs-

Back to riding over here in the serenity of the bike lane- passing the 

anxious mobs of smart phone having flesh and blood bottles of anti- 
depression, anti-anxiety, anti- life medications that be the average 

american- the other night I saw a homeless woman on a bicycle trying to 
steal a shopping car from the parking lot here- the wheels of these carts 

lock when they leave the authorized perimeter- she tugged and tugged 
then sped out of control into oncoming traffic when a security guard 

approached- she didn’t get hit by any cars as she came to a stop on the 
other side of a train underpass.

A man walks by with a ponytail and a hunched back with an over the 

shoulder bag hanging to low.

Sitting in whole foods thanks to a plastic card and empty wallet my coffee is 
half way done- 

A grey haired man with a light blue shirt tucked in over a huge gut lurches 

past with a plastic bottle in hand- he raises it up to his maw and gulps it 
down slowly walking across the street- green light in a long life- Walking 



with a pace that hints with a hesitation to return to wherever he came- he 
disappears behind a wall-

A young woman with black rim glasses and no visible distortion on the 

lenses indicated to me by my 20/20 cyborg vision that these glasses are 
worn only for aesthetic purposes- she doesn’t seem to be an NBA player at 

a press conference- Her neck cranked down like the rest of the herd staring 
intently at the glowing screen of her smart phone-

A man across from her works on his laptop like me- an open binder and 

multicolor high-liters spilled all over the table-he taps his foot as he shoots 
a gaze over towards the fake glasses smart phone neck girl- he licks his 

forefinger turning the printed pages in his binder- his legs shake with the 
buzz of caffeine- I stare over at him without turning my head as I often do 

watching peoples behaviors- I’ve found that you get a better read on a 
persons true nature and behaviors when you look at them when they don’t 

think you are- now I’m not some stalker staring at people through 
binoculars every day- just every once in awhile- but usually I just mean by 

peeking at people with your eyes only- everyone here in Murica is so 
oblivious to their environments because of their smart phones and ear buds 

its really easy to observe them without their notice-

The woman with the transparent glasses holds her smart phone up to her 
face with one hand and a large plastic water bottle in the other- I look at the 

phone screen- its the iPhones home screen- she’s just looking at the icons- 



I take off my headphones for a second to sample the music playing over 
the speakers- its Phil Collins- I vomit in my mouth a little bit and put my 

headphones back on taking a swig of my quickly disappearing coffee to 
wash the bile back down into my body- its not supposed to be coming out 

of there- its strictly controlled so it only is released through my fingertips at 
50 words per minute.

Speaking of vomit- I am a sort of vomit connoisseur both from the 

perspective of someone who appreciates vomiting for his value in regard to 
physical fitness as its a great abdominal workout- yeh you feel like shit and 

want to die but you’re ab’s are getting fucking ripped bro.

A kid aged 2-3 just fell onto his head on a plastic booth to the left of me- his 
mother clutching him as he cries loudly while being cradled in her arms- the 

transparent glasses girl dumps her trash and leaves- the kid was crawling 
into my peripheral vision with a thump his small body accelerated not into 

terminal velocity into booboo velocity a scientific term for the speed of 
falling that will with %100 certainty end in a booboo. This little gangster that 

was creeping on my periphery fell into booboo velocity as I looked over at 
him. The little body with teary eyes now taking a drink out of a straw from a 

small box of chocolate milk- his mothers hand on his shoulder- thats what 
happens when you hit booboo velocity lil gangsta- I make eye contact with 

him and nod my head with a “keep it real lil gangsta booboo velocity aint no 
thang” at least thats what it felt like but he was too busy enjoying his post 

booboo drink and didn’t notice me- but alas we can all be quite the 



narcissist in our own minds as if anyone gives a shit about it- they don’t- 
that might seem depressing and terrifying to the modern normal narcissist 

post all day on their various social media accounts because you know we 
all want to know- no we don’t- nobody gives a shit except if you’re a hot 

chick posting selfies and the only people that care are 13 year old boys 
severely dehydrated from chronic ejaculation but how can you blame the 

poor little dudes- if I had access to the internet at 13 years of age I would 
not be here now- I would have either been the victim of human combustion 

from batin too damn fast for too damn long or I would have turned to dust- 
first a skeleton losing all its liquids to socks and tissues because I saw a 

girls butt in the 8th grade- these poor little bastards have 24/7 hardcore 
pornography- its a damn shame I tell you- this kid next to me has stopped 

crying- now he stares forward speaking in tongues with a lisp as he has 
become a permanent resident of the country known as Catatonia no doubt 

because he is staring into the hardcore pornography blockhole that will 
envelop his soul at age 13 or perhaps 11 you know with all the hormones in 

the meat-

Then again with the hormones and the plastics in all the foods and food 
products- plastics, estrogens- he might end up becoming a woman or at 

least a dude with boobs or a chick with a dick as the kids say on the 
internets of computers. Since I believe they were men with dicks first and 

then were granted the glory and logic defeating power of breasts why 
would they be called chicks with dicks? They were men with dicks first- my 

autistic mind hits a wall- must reclassify- must reorganize- must make 



sense of these chicks and their dicks- so what can they be called? Perhaps 
it was purely a branding/marketing decision? Chicks with dicks does rhyme 

and it has a nice ring to it- My mind hits a wall- men with tits? No- dudes 
with boobs? No- chaps with flapjacks? No- Gentleman with breasts? No- 

Blokes with Boobies? No- Chicks with dicks it is- god damn if it doesn’t 
have a good ring to it?! 

Its starting to get dark now- I look to my left and see a skinny guy with neck 

tattoos and arm tattoos and hand tattoos taking some napkins for eating 
accessory cart in the corner of the room- a lump in his check as he chews 

some non go food stuffs and yes now holds a smart phone up to his face- 
apparently the phone has notified him that it is okay to sit down in the 

space wherein the transparent glasses woman was sitting- he plops down 
head cranked forward mind lost inside of his smart phone-

I often wonder what is inside those things that is so amazing that people 

constantly ignore and avoid their immediate physical environments while 
sitting, walking, driving- at every waking moment it seems- what is in there? 

Chicks with dicks? A pot of gold? The philosophers stone? The fountain of 
digital youth? I’ve tried them a few times but all I found was some face 

books mining personal data to be resold to advertisers making millionaires 
richer oh yeah I forgot Facebook is about connecting the world and 

connecting friends and all that totally , twitters of retweeted tweets of 
tweets, and flocks of rebranded flocks of star wars lord of the rings angry 

birds that use physics sims to knock over digital objects- Oh one time I was 



sitting waiting for my take out food at a local Japanese fast food restaurant 
and a man was bowling next to me- he seemed to be really good because 

every time he bowled a huge cheer from a crowd emanated from the 
phone- he must have felt really good and very important and famous as I’m 

sure it was a real crowd of people and not just an array of crowd recordings 
that played at random every time he bowled- tricks played by game 

developers to make people feel like good- to feel like they are making 
progress, accomplishing something with their lives, but in reality they are 

just generated ad revenue for the game developers and Apple or Google- 
but thats just how I look at it and who the fuck am I? Just some broke ass 

unknown artist fear sure- not going to deny that- I’m nobody to anybody 
that matters to you but I’m everybody to everyone that matters to me and 

thats what matters in the end my friends.

I watch parents ignore their children while playing with their toy smart 
phones- I watch parents at restaurants stick a smart pad or phone in front 

of their kids to shut them up excluding them from human interaction than 
wonder why they have problem with their social skills when they get older. I 

watch people in public ignore the other living, breathing human beings 
around them to escape into their smart phones- why? What magical 

powers do they have inside of them that make it worth it?

I look at adults with smart phones with their dependence, compulsion and 
need to constantly touch them and use them like babies with their binky’s- 

the smart phone is the adult binky- the smart phone is the adult human’s 



social pacifier- So when I’m out in public like I am now I laugh to myself as 
look at all these big important adults speeding around town wearing fancy 

clothes and they are all fucking babies in a social sense as they cannot 
function without their binky’s! Are you an adult baby with a Binky? Do you 

get anxious when you are away from your branded social pacifier? Are you 
touching it right now? Waiting for it to tell you what you always wanted to 

hear? Waiting for it to make you feel like you’ve always wanted to feel?

A smart phone is a great tool of course but look at what it has become- a 
social pacifier for adult babies- take the pacifier away for too long and 

people grow anxious- irritable- leave the people alone for more than 5 
seconds and what happens? Out comes the pacifier- SUCK- SUCK- SUCK 

on that binky!

I act like a dumbass a lot of the time and dress like a clown but at least I 
don’t need a binky. I am free- free from everything smart phones are 

supposed to give you when in reality most of what they do is take- they 
take your attention- they take your real world  interpersonal communication 

skills- they steal your free thoughts and your free time and what do they 
give you back? A feeling of security? Like a baby with a blankey or binky? 

its fucking pathetic- how can one call themselves an adult and have such a 
dependence and need on a toy? A toy that they crank their neck down into 

to avoid their immediate physical reality- a toy whose glow fills their smiling 
faces and they laugh and coo at people who are not there while those 



people do the same with people who are not in their immediate physical 
environment. 

Sure they bring people closer together when they are great physical 

distances from each other but they push people away from everyone 
around them in their real environment. 

A woman crosses the street in front of me with smart phone in hand guiding 

her towards the open whole foods courtyard- another man walks past 
bluetooth device lodged in his ear yammering on about who knows what. A 

new woman sits down across from me with a young girl- sits down- pulls 
out smart phone- stares on its screen and taps on it before taking a bite of 

a pre-made wrap wrapped in plastic bought with a plastic card. After taking 
a bite she picks up the phone again now holding it sideways scrolling 

through content- the young girl talks to herself arms flailing ignored- what 
I’m assuming is her mother tells her without words that this smart phone is 

more important than you- in between bites of food the woman cradles and 
stokes the smart phone screen ignoring the child less then 3 feet from her- 

the little girl munches on her dinner and looks around the room-  its time for 
me to unlock my bike and leave- I remove my headphones that protected 

me from Phill Collins pack up my laptop and walk out-

-----



Headlights and backpacks fade away- rolling past minivans and suv 
whisking their passengers away- care for those that have someone to 

attend to their transitory wishes- good fortune for those that have someone 
that gives a fuck- pretends to or is obligated by law to- bearded men who 

look soft seated below me talk with stiff poses and wind breakers over 
flannels over white shirts-

Beanie- white ear buds- hand tattoo’s- bleached blonde hair- neck craned 

down tapping on a smart phone-

I turn my head to look out the window into a dim neighborhood as a woman 
with a mohawk swipes something under one of the blue beeping machines 

at this station- I can’t hear the beep- a couple stands together huddled 
around their two smart phones- lost? Or just in a new place and don’t trust 

their own human memory, senses, and intuition to find the way? They 
continue to huddle as the train pulls away-

A man in a business suit stands up from the seat in front of my- he attaches 

a  back pack and walks down the stairs- another person preparing to 
depart-

All I can see now in the dark dirty window is my own reflection and the 

occasional steak of light- a  man with a black hat stares back- 
expressionless as he taps on the glowing keyboard in front of him- black 

hat with a skull on it and large headphones he seems deep in thought while 



soaking in his surrounding sans sounds besides the constant rumble of the 
train and blowing of the ventilation system- camouflage shorts and rainbow 

socks- he leans back into the seat breathing in loudly- tapping- always 
tapping on the keyboard in front of him as if he’s having a spirited 

conversation with someone else over the magic on the computer ways and 
inter tubes- but there isn’t anyone there- just the white box of a word 

processing application- words stacking up- “will someone ever be here he 
wonders” here as in on this page reading it- he doesn’t know but he keeps 

tapping any way- he has a lot to think about and even more to talk about 
but no one to talk to so he types- the way he thinks seems to not be a 

common way to think according to his conversations with other American’s 
so he’s writing this to offer another perspective on this place- maybe we 

take it for granted- having a particular perspective that allows us to do and 
achieve things easier than others? If it is just a perspective that allows for 

these freedoms than why not share them?

He wiggles his fingers as he looks out the window at an orange sign 
reading 9:02- “the train is late” he thinks with nowhere in particular to go 

besides to get a coffee so he can continue to do what he is doing that he is 
not supposed to be doing because he already wrote that he wasn’t going to 

write until he got a coffee and got home but he has nothing else to do- no 
one else to talk to with no smart phone and no internet access- instead he 

does this- talks to himself and talks to you-



If he had a smart phone he would be somewhere else with some one else 
in a virtual place that doesn’t really exist- and not here with us- with his own 

mind- his own thoughts- and with you- then he would just be another 
consumer- consuming- adding sales data to spreadsheets for large 

corporations- instead of being a human being investigating their own 
thoughts and their own mind- introspection- when does it happen with a 

smart phone? is there an introspection app?

When one cannot separate from their social pacifier- their digital binky- 
when are they ever introspective? When they are about to die? Because its 

too late then- that might seem a bit dramatic but when? If every moment is 
another cocaine bump of instant gratification from a smart phone when 

does that snowball stop? Sleeping doesn’t count- being alone scares 
people that are not Zen monks or people that routinely practice meditation- 

but being along with your thoughts and with yourself is what exactly helps 
you find out who you are and what you want- if you never go there you’ll 

never know- then you’ll just let that little smart phone and all the magical 
places it goes tell you who you are and what you should be doing and with 

who- and why? So that you’ll be happy and live a happy life fulfilled without 
loads of material goods to validate your existence? There’s no profit to 

siphon out of you so I’d say no.

This book isn’t about how to find happiness- its about my observations 
where ever I happen to go while I’m allowed to write this book- the place 

where I’ve gone today was full of sad, complacent people staring down into 



the darkness with their necks craned when life is looking up- you see the 
real light when you look up- away from the screen- its there— it won’t be as 

well animated with cool sound effects like the stuff on your phone but its 
there- if you choose to look for it- 

----

I can hear my own gasps for air as I jog through a dark humid tunnel- 

muffled music thumps through the floor- I reach out for the greasy carpeted 
walls and grasp a human shoulder- I pull my hand back and lurch through 

the darkness trying to find a way out of this dank maze scented with urine 
and spilled soft drinks- A strobe light fires throwing me into bullet time as 

strange children faces flip past mine frame by frame- some caught mid 
laughter- other mid cry- others just blank- I see a light up ahead and inhale 

the cool fresh air with a smile on my face- I pass through the tunnel- 
blinded by the shining blinking lights blasting the stage above the tunnel I 

have just emerged from- Strange animatronic creatures jerk back and forth 
with fake guitars in their oversized plush paws- their jaws moving up and 

down like pistons far off from the words they are supposed to be singing- I 
look out at the room- tables clothes stained with yellow orange oil from 

cheese pizza’s hard and thin- large plastic pitchers of soft drinks melt on 
every table under the hot lights of the stage- I look back towards the dark 

tunnel underneath the stage filled with pantomiming animatronic performers 
and run back inside to repeat the same uncomfortable- sometimes 

terrifying struggle through the dark claustrophobic urine soaked passage 



again- for some reason it seemed like the right thing to do and so did many 
other children you would meet in that tunnel- meeting as in bumping into- 

accidentally grabbing on to- some were screaming- some were crying- you 
couldn’t really tell what was going on in there- I wonder if anyone really 

knew or if they just cleaned up the mess a few times a week in side of “Mr. 
Munch’s Mad House” thats what it was officially called- but back then it was 

just a hole in the wall to crawl into.

---

I whip past a woman with dreadlocks sweeping the sidewalk in front of the 
“Shanty Apartment” it was either named that by a sadistic slumlord of an 

owner or one cluelesss to the irony of the name of these beat down 
apartments that the local police often visit when they are not having 

chinese at the flickery sign with missing letters place. I blast pass the park 
in the center of town where the large majority of the homeless people live. 

A wobbly rotund humanoid exits a “park ranger” vehicle and slowly moves 
towards a chanty tent propped up near some trees- I dodge her never 

seeing me- she looks like a blood gorged tick ready to burst as the bullet 
proof vest she wears in being pushed to its limits- I hope kevlar can hold 

back the rolling tsunami of rolls that seems to ready to break through that 
polyester strapped levy.



A man with neck cranked down looking at a smart phone walks directly into 
my path- I dodge him never seeing me- it must sure be easy to commit 

strange arm robbery today-

I blast through the smell of urine and homeless people shaking their fists at 
invisible enemies and make it to the train station- there goes the bus that 

goes to the beach- every time I see it I wish I was on it but I’m going the 
other way today- just for the ride- 

I make it on the train with three minutes to spare- a woman asks the train if 

this is the train that goes to the San Francisco airport- another passenger 
and I explain that it sort of does as you have to get off at the shitty and 

confusing Millbrae stop then transfer to the shady ass Bart trains that will 
then take you to the San Francisco airport- now I’m in the now- eyes 

pointed out the window as a man stands on the lower level of the train 
below me- neck cranked down staring into the smart phone in his palm- the 

zombie apocalypse is here-

Worn rail road ties flip by like dull piano keys- multicolored graffiti on 
retaining walls protecting beige clusters of condos- the train slows for a 

stop- I look out the dirty window and see a lone man hand on his chin neck 
cranked down looking at a smart phone sitting inside of an enclosure 

waiting for the train that comes in the opposite direction- the man below on 
the smart phone enters the restroom then exits quickly with a look on his 

face as if he assumed the bathroom not to be a disgusting fourth word 



mess. A man with pants too low but not in a youth fashionable way walks 
up next to the bulletin board inside the enclosure his white butt crack 

showing the entire train what it means to be a man with pants worn too low- 
he walks away with smart phone in hand- white butt shining like a trolling 

lure scrubbing across the bottom of a shallow stream- what is he fishing 
for-

A train slams the side of my window as a “bullet” train slashes by- its called 

a bullet train not because its some kind of super train like they have in 
Japan and China naw its the same old train made in 1985 it just doesn’t 

stop as often- we begin rolling forward slowly leaving behind another neck 
cranker smart person and but troll man- what more can the day have to 

offer us?

Stacks of cement blocks lay in front of a cement plant next to an apartment 
complex- car parks- dog parks- no kid parks- more graffiti splayed out on 

the walls- named I can’t read- shiny icons- large cement pipes lay in a pile 
next to gain mounds of dirt and an excavator building new cookie cutter 

condos or maybe a strip mall with the same stores you just saw 5 miles 
before so you can never go anywhere without it being and looking exactly 

the same- thats a good life-

Another train slams past- a lot of cars with shining roofs blinds my eyes-the 
train slows for another stop- a man in a hoodie folded in half staring at a 

smart phone while sitting- smart phone yoga perhaps or just terrible 



posture- a literal attempt to physically escape into his phone- he’s still 
there- the sun is still here- I can’t see his face and thats probably the way 

he wanted it- what world could that phone hold?

Several new passengers pass me taking their seats- I look over to the right- 
some techie guy with fancy shoes and a laptop on his lap like me except 

I’m dressed like a clown or a bum or something in between that has nothing 
to do with the insane clown posse. Behind him a woman that looks like she 

stepped out of a gap ad- perfect new clothes- shoes- hair- vacant look on 
face- iphone- her neck cranked forward smart phone in both hands- 

The train rolls forward again a bumpy ride causing my fingers to stumble on 

the keyboard- its hard to make out the passing shapes- the dusty window 
hard to see through as the sun hits it- palm trees- clouds- apartments- gas 

stations- condos- various corporate offices with large iron sculptures of 
their obscure logo’s- a muffled call over the trains P.A. bites through the 

music playing through my head phones- train slowing near what looks like 
a large corporate campus- filled with new cars-

The train stops- a skinny boy of twelve or so stands at the station neck 

cranked down staring at a smart phone as do the four other people at the 
stop- alone in their togetherness- together and alone-no hello’s- no hi’s- no 

nod’s to acknowledge each others existence- quite the opposite- diving into 
their smartphones to escape the people around them or to escape 



themselves- either way sad to see in such a place filled with depression, 
unhappiness and anxiety- talking to people in real life is quite nice-

The train pours on down the metal throughway- faster now past apartments 

with satellite dishes on each unit- past a park where in the 5 seconds of 
visibility I see four homeless men sitting at a table with their bags in the 

ground- fancier apartments and condos now as we approach Palo Alto- 
birth place of Facebook and many tech business- I know that Facebook 

has now moved down the road but I had visited the original Facebook 
offices with my friend David Choe the world famous painter- he invited a 

few of us over as he was painting the walls in 2004- Facebook is gone now 
I believe but the spirit of “open-ness” “sharing” and “connections” that their 

valiant CEO peaches is still here- I can see it around me- Don’t get me 
wrong I’m sure these closed off anti social adult babies with their smart 

phone social pacifiers are very friendly and open on their various social 
networking sites wherein the generate revenue for the corporation that 

owns it but out here in the real world- damn- its so friend and open and 
connected I feel like tap dancing in the street as Im sure they would join me 

these open and connected people that fill Silicon Valley-

The train pushes on as new passengers walk past me into the train- I catch 
a strong whiff of perfume- then cologne- then perfume- more perfume- 

chemical weapons are on the train and attacking my olfactory senses- what 
is their cause? what is their goal? To be noticed? To cover some thing up? 

To deflate like agent orange? I don’t know-



The train stops again- Palo Alto- I count fifteen people on the other side of 

the platform- all of them neck cranked down looking at smart phones or 
smart phone bolted on to the sides of their heads talking to who knows who 

loudly about shit no one cares about. Here they are sharing- being open 
and connected right in front of us all and isn’t in wonderful? Wow- the 

sense of community and camaraderie I’m getting is truly heart warming- I 
know if I was dying on the train tracks here I’m sure at least one of them 

would have the open, sharing connectedness compassion to film me with 
their smart phone while I die to post on their various social sites thereby 

generating ad revenue for themselves and/or for the corporation behind the 
site. It makes me proud to be an American.

The train pushes on- I watch the top of a woman head with rose colored 

glasses pass underneath me like the dorsal fin of a shark- I see the 
reflection of a woman sitting behind me in the dirty window- The perfume 

chemical weapon attack never ceased so I assume the olfactory terrorist is 
sitting behind me- I turn my laptop screen as now I can see her reflection in 

my dirty laptop screen smudged with finger prints. A man with short 
cropped hair paces below phone bolted to his head- I can hear his loud 

mumbling penetrating the serene music playing on my headphones- a 
teenage boy sits on the stairwell as the train is getting full- he has the 

corner of his expensive smart phone in his mouth- as he chews on the 
corner like a literal binky- his social pacifier now a real pacifier as he waves 

awkwardly crinkling his acne covered face waving to a teen girl with frizzy 



hair standing in front of him- his eyes closed on his chews the corner of his 
binky- he pulls the phone out of his mouth for a second then returns it 

chewing harder- sitting in the stairwell neck cranked down chewing the 
binky I leave him- I turn my laptop to see the terrorist that has been 

launching chemical weapon attacks in the train- she was white earbuds in 
her ears as she looks down at there smart phone- neck cranked down into 

her best friend.

More people spill into the train with uncomfortable looks on their faces- how 
dare these other people be here in their way- they having to stop for them- 

a man passing me holding his smart phone out in front of him like the last 
torch in a dark cave- a man across from me uses his laptop- I check my 

system preferences on my laptop to make sure my file sharing is turned off- 
I had already turned my wifi off when I got on the train but I am quite 

paranoid- I check it - it is off- back to the keyboard-

As the train continues its bumpy ride to San Francisco I look down and to 
the back of the train to quickly examine the passengers standing up on the 

lower level- tall man- white earbuds- neck cranked down staring at smart 
phone- behind him- young well dressed woman- neck cranked forward- 

staring at smart phone in hand- behind her older man turned to the side 
smiling with neck cranked back holding smart phone high in front of face- 

the man sitting in front of me stands up to depart at the next stop staring 
down at his smart phone in hand- the train stops again-



An adjacent train blocks my view of the station so I look down at the lower 
level- a woman exploding out of her clothes like a stuffed sausage thats 

been boiled for too long walks toward me- smart phone held in front of her 
like a torch in a dark cave- I look in the reflection in the window in front of 

me and I can see her hand holding the smart phone- the screen scrolling - 
the other train passes- I count the people on the other side of the tracks- 24 

people- all but two had smart phones in hand- I pity those two people they 
were not sharing, open or connected- I mean shit- they were actually 

paying attention to their physical environments they could have accidentally 
made eye contact with each other and maybe said hi to each other?!

I watch another strip mall with the same stores as the two others the train 

has passed on this short trip float by through the dirty window-  dry lots 
filled with dead grass and fancy cars line the street- the train slows to 

another stop- I’m not going to even comment on the people waiting on the 
other side of the tracks- as you guessed they are all standing or sitting with 

neck cranked forward or smart phone/blue tooth welded to their heads- so 
open- so connected- so much sharing- its amazing- glory to saint CEO and 

their missions to help humanity with their one dollar salaries- saints we can 
call them saints! 

The train lumbers forwards- and yeh everybody on the fucking train is 

staring at a phone or ipad- three of us douches have laptops- god bless us- 
I stare at all the phone people around me trying to make eye contact- there 

is none to be found- after all I’m just creep that is not connected to their 



social network connections of openness and sharing and connectedness 
and all that- they look fearful to me- they look fearful- bored- defeated- they 

look disappointed- they look depressed- they look unfulfilled- they have the 
finest clothing on and are holding the worlds most advanced and expensive 

smart devices and related accessories but they look fucking miserable- one 
man breaks contact with his phone and looks up- we make eye contact- his 

sad blue eyes meet mine for a second then look away not registering the 
connection with a human- his thumb taps on the smart phone screen- If 

someone described this scene to me when I was a child- I would think that 
is was a sad nightmare- no one dies so its not really a scary nightmare but 

its never ending and everywhere- its everywhere but no one sees it- its an 
invisible nightmare that no one acknowledges even though they all feel it- 

alienation, loneliness, disconnection, anxiety- everything that they want- 
friends- connection- sharing- open-ness is right in front of them- if they dig 

their face from out of their fucking phone- make eye contact with a human 
and talk to them- thats what I do and I make friends everywhere I go- I’m 

happy- I’m invigorated- I’m motivated and excited by life- I talk to strangers- 
I look for opportunities to talk to people and/or help them if I can- why? 

because without that maybe I would be like these people? I would never 
want that- I’d rather just kill myself than to be like this- to live so pampered 

and safe but take it all for granted and be miserable for social reasons- why 
the fuck do all these people with all this money and fancy shit look so 

miserable? Are they too lazy and distracted to reach the top of mallow’s 
hierarchy of needs? or they waiting for an app to come out to do it for 

them? Are they waiting for an app to make their dreams come true? Why 



do they constantly look into these screens? its clearly not working for them 
so try something  else- try something real and meaningful- put the social 

pacifier away for fucks sake you might live for one day.

Millbrae stop is next announces the muffled PA over the low rumble of the 
train- the stop where you get off to transfer to the BART to go to the San 

Francisco airport and the rest of the Bay Area- The train stops- a lot of 
people at this stop- One man looks happy- his legs crossed- he looks out at 

the train I’m in with a tiny smile on his face- no smart phone to be seen- he 
is here and he is alive- in the warn California sun in October he has good 

reason to be happy-

As the train was leaving I saw a unicorn- I mean I saw a young woman at 
the train stop not on a phone reading a physical book- that was nice-

The train continues on as I start feeling the effects of only eating a few 

carrots and peanut butter for breakfast hours before- I’m taking this train 
trip as an excuse to write but it is going to San Francisco- less than a 5 

minute walk is a Japanese restaurant that serves excellent Ramen- some 
of the best I’ve had outside of Japan- now if you’re only experience with 

ramen is with the “top” kind of the “instant lunch” kind you are unaware of a 
majestic parallels universe filled with long curly noodles and rich meaty 

soup broth- I was going to stay on this train and take it back the other way 
but now I’m going to have to go to that restaurant- if I died of starvation on 

this train I’m sure everyone with their smart  phones and their open-ness 



and sharing and all that would film me dying and upload it everyone for the 
ad revenue but I would still die and I don’t want to do- so yes I will depart 

the train and rescue that Tonkatsu Shoyu Ramen from its loneliness and 
isolation as it sits there in a pot alone- probably on a smart phone- its not 

long before pets have smart phones so why not Japanese noodles- the 
Japanese are way ahead of stuff you know and you’re dog might need it for 

emergencies you know like everyone told themselves before smart phones 
were all ubiquitous to human existence as air and water- yeh your dog 

might ned it in case of emergencies and I tell you what imma kill a 
muthafuckin ramen when I get there so that ramen need a smart phone 

right now 911 cause I’m coming to get that muthafucka- BLAP BLAP goes 
my spoon! rattan rattle go my chopsticks- I’m coming for you man and your 

boy or girl the waiter or waitress sold you out homie- they don’t give a fuck 
about you- its just bout that money and imma pay them with my plastic card 

in an empty wallet cause I’m on a slow train to nowhere that matters and 
I’m hungry as fuck.

It was messy and brutal- I rushed off the train with the rest if the anti-socials 

and ordered Tonkatsu ramen- spicy with extra noodle- I ate it as fast as I 
could like I always do- memories of a popular Tokyo ramen restaurant a 

friend took me too where customers were allowed in twenty at a time to eat 
with a specific time limit- then everyone had to leave- the ramen then was 

really hot and really spicy- my friend laughing at me as I simultaneously 
burnt my tongue while splashing ramen base all over my bright yellow 

jacket- I’m pretty good with chop sticks after growing up in a Japanese 



neighborhood but I couldn’t perform under the bright lights and time limits 
of that Tokyo ramen restaurant- they put the clock on me and I flailed-

So I ate the ramen as fast as I couldn’t pretending to train for my inevitable 

return to that place in Tokyo so this time I would make it- I would beat the 
clock- a homeless man with a smoking cigarette but and a can of king 

cobra appears next to me mumbling at the women dressed as a ballerina 
standing in front of us- his finger taps on his knee as he sits down next to 

me- I nod to him but it doesn’t register as he continues to mumble to 
himself about some house and people coming down and this and that- now 

pressing on the king cobra can- its aluminum siding popping in and out with 
a rhythm- I catch a whiff or urine as the wind kicks up- he keeps tapping the 

can crushing it slightly now- people run their tickets through a blue machine 
in front of me the beeps echoing down the long striped hallway- I chose the 

bench on the far end of this hallway because it was empty and now I know 
why it was avoided because its far enough away from the security booth so 

the random mentally ill homeless person might sit there and you might 
catch a whiff of reality in Murica- the scene of urine and beer- gibberish 

muttered under the breath about cars and bills and they better not this and 
that- now rattling the remaining beer around with this right hand- he sits up 

higher- the beeps of the blue machines echo on as I look over at this man- 
empty look through glazed eyes- he takes another drink of his king cobra 

tapping on the can it must almost be empty now- country music now plays 
through someone’s smart phone- out modern day boom boxes- personal 

entertainment systems that are now playing some tepid cliched country 



music- I puke in my mouth a little bit- I could walk over to find the offending 
phone to spew a mix of bile and extra ramen noodles all over it but its not 

worth it- it was good ramen- the homeless man points at me I look over at 
him he shakes his head up and down violently- he keeps points as 

gibberish spills- clearly out of his mind- the train I’m waiting for arrives- I 
stand up-

Waiting in a crowd of 50-75 people- we stand as the doors for the 7:30pm 

train are now closed- I look around at the rest of the potential passengers- 
silently profiling them like I often do- I spent 10+ years making films, telling 

stories, creating and animating characters from scratch- to do so you sort 
have to be able to reverse engineer people- to make an animated character 

or a character in a film you need to create the illusion of a complete history 
or backstory without showing all of it- so you need to include things in their 

idiosyncrasies and behaviors to hint at their past- so when looking at 
people now I examine their habits and behaviors- the way they stand- their 

posture- the way they move- what they look at and what they don’t look at- 
as I attempt to reverse engineer their character based on these small hints- 

its fun practice for me to guess what a person does- what just happened in 
their life- where they are going- where they grew up- how they grew up- 

what they are thinking about now- these are the things I think as I examine 
this crowd as I often do-

After waiting for a short time and entering the train it starts moving again- 

its dark now so I can’t see much out the window- as I was waiting for a train 



I watched a pair of half drunk baseball fans wearing jerseys- eating from a 
pizza box with beer in plastic cups in hand- they apparently had a great 

time today and in their drunken state decided that they should text 
message Peter with one of their smart phones to tell him that he was the 

“greatest guy in the world” They kept repeating this phrase “greatest guy in 
the world” as the woman spilled her beer on the floor as it splashed onto 

the shoes of the people standing near here- room was made like the 
clearing of space that happens when someone vomits in the mosh pit- 

moshing on vomit is a bit like ice skating- I’ve never been ice skating but 
I’m moshed on a vomit covered floor more than once- it adds a level of 

difficulty and increase the chances of falling- the coup de grace of moshing- 
oh shit you fell!- it was all over then if you fell your fragile male ego built up 

by how many people you fucked up in the pit- it was over and down you 
might as well retire bro- in my late teens I was one of these bro’s 

frequenting shows at a small metal club in Berkeley California called the 
Berkeley Square- my muscle-head friends and I would take Ultimate 

orange which was a legal supplement then but is now illegal because it 
contains ephedrine which can be used to make meth- so we’d be all meth’d 

out straight from the gym just to act like meathead morons and smash 
people- our claim to fame besides knocking people through bathroom 

doors and into the equipment on the side of the stage where upcoming 
bands had stored their stuff- besides that it was a newspaper write up from 

one of the shows we attended- the review said something like this “ it was a 
good show though it was sort of ruined by a bunch of idiot meat heads in 

the mosh pit “ we were proud to be of dishonorable mention- we were metal 



after all- or so we thought- we moshed on vomit if we had too but carpet 
was preferred as you got much better traction-

Speaking of vomit again- when I was a young drunk I did my share of 

vomiting in public- now I appreciate it as an art form- its a sort of Jackson 
pollack/graffiti expression by people that shouldn’t have had that giant 

super burrito so soon after coming out of the club- as I ride my bike or walk 
down the street I’m like “ oh look at that one thats a big one!” or “ oh that 

was a burrito for sure” or “ did a human even do that? what is that? “ I’ve 
tried to share this joy with my wife as we ride down the street but she 

doesn’t seem as into Jackson Policy street food graffiti as I am- I mean to 
each their own- I don’t like Jazz or acoustic guitar music or shitty art- so 

most people don’t like Jackson Pollacky street food graffiti I’m fine with 
that- I’m just saying its there in your town waiting to be discovered- maybe 

instead of being like “ ew gross somebody fucking puked! “ be like “ I 
wonder what they ate? “ or “ There seems to be a lot of anger in this piece- 

anger at their mother “  There is passionate- real- visceral art all around 
you of you choose to see it decomposing in front of you- in recent years the 

city of San Jose has hired these space aliens in yellow suits to spray down 
the streets at all the best times like when you are walking on the street and 

the dirty mist punches you in the face- I believe these street sprayer are 
part of bigger movement that does not appreciate the Jackson Pollacky 

street food art- visceral art movement in which I just started ten minutes 
ago- they will not recognize this art form with their clothes eyes and cocked 

water hoses ready to spray down the latest unintentional masterpiece 



puked by frat boy onto sidewalk while arguing with his third girlfriend of the 
year that he really loves- for real bitch I fucking love you- Deborah 

“buuaaaaaaaa” I mean if that its real visceral art what is? We should be 
cherishing these blessed pieces of pavement like the Hollywood star walk- 

for one its more democratic in that people don’t need to pay large sums of 
money to have their mark on the sidewalk- they just need too many jaeger 

bombs and a few super tacos or slices of combo pizza- there’s a very low 
barrier of entry so virtually anyone can participate in this new art 

movement-

Right now- you probably just step around these masterpieces when you 
see them on your pavement- its good that you are showing them proper 

respect and proper respect for the artists by not stepping on them but you 
could take it a bit further for the common good- you section the area off so 

its not accidentally washed away or eaten by a dog or ants- this is art 
people.

A dark parking lot to my left illuminated by the lights of a compact car in 

reverse- the spectacled man sitting in front of me looks out the window like 
he was looking for an escape from really having to pee as I saw him walk 

down and get rejected by a locked bathroom door a minute ago- “maybe I 
can pee out there in that car” is what I imagine he was thinking “ he might 

have had that weird car fetish thing I came across exploring Hotline servers 
years ago- the one where you put the thing in the tailpipe rock the car back 

and forth having sex with it- naw he probably doesn’t have that- just wants 



to pee- maybe he is an engineer and was calculating the psi of his peepee 
and whether or not it could break the window if he let it fly- he gets up again 

and into the open bathroom- damn I wanted to see if it could break the 
glass-

The train is scheduled to arrive at the destination at 9pm- 45 minutes from 

now- I yawn low on caffeine as I look down at a woman texting below- don’t 
think just because I stopped talking about it that there isn’t one of those 

smart things in everyones hands now- there is- no one is here- they are all 
in some other there- half sucked through the portal in their phone into the 

world of open, connected, sharing.

Parking lot is closed- a cheap looking wood sign with yellow police tape 
strewn across it to the next Parking lot is closed sign- the train starts up 

and keeps careening south-

Look at the lovely glowing strip mall with all my favorites- I can purchase 
the products and services I’m used to having at my convenience- wonderful 

it is-

Its too dark to see much of anything through dark windows- two women 
teetering on spindly high heels walk past holding tightly onto the railing as 

they prepare to depart- the train stops- I watch them hobble out and down a 
ramp into the darkness lit only with yellow orange spot lights- a man behind 



me packs up his laptop and throws his backpack over his shoulder walking 
down the short spiral stairway onto the lower level-

Blinking red lights at a train crossing- dark cars waits for us to pass- we do 

and stop- peoples spill out of the train past a waiting bus and into a dark 
parking lot in all directions- some on bikes- most hauling heavy bags- a 

portly man ready to explode packed with adipose walks with heavy feet that 
he slings more than he lifts- I fear for his ankles- he thuds across the street 

and behind a bus as the train departs again-

Thirty minutes until arrival-focus fading- motivation dropping- confusion 
increasing- yawn- decides to stop writing- will stop at Whole Foods with 

empty wallet and plastic card to purchase non state standard cacao coffee 
drink with no sugar added and return to writing once energy levels back up 

and back home.

------

As I get home and reconnected to the internets of computer tubes I see 
news of another mass shooting here in Murica- another “ he was a normal 

young man “ more “ I never suspected anything “ sure if you don’t pay any 
attention to the other humans around you because your neck is cranked 

down into you’re smart phone 24/7 and all you pay attention to is a 
person’s social network posts “ they seemed fine- their status was set to 

fine so they seemed fine “ this place is a very lonely, alienating place with 



everyone around you a ghost- sucked into their smart phone or social 
network app- people need to talk to people in real life to stay healthy and it 

seems no one has the time or the want to talk to anyone not through their 
phone around here- how would anyone of these smart phone zombie’s 

notice if a person around them was in pain or angry? They wouldn’t even 
notice they would just walk past neck cranked down lost in app-land- I’m 

lucky enough to have visited thirty or so other countries and no place that 
I’ve been too had as many smart phone zombie like our country has- sure 

they are all over the world now but it seems that it is much more prevalent 
here as in people use them everywhere all the time and never put them 

away-

So instead of pulling our heads of our virtual asses aka smart phones and 
start paying attention to the people around us we medicate- we pass living 

breathing people off and away and tell them to medicate- something truly 
do need mediation but a lot of what troubles people is that they don’t have 

any real people to talk to- to relate to- you can’t relate to people if you don’t 
talk to to them- and the way the social sites/app’s/bb’s work is that you 

have to truncate your being to fit into the mold that allows them to best 
serves you ad’s and sell your data- so you are not represented online today 

in 2015- therefore perhaps people you would find commonalities with to 
communicate with in person are missed and you are there alone on your 

computing device- its dull glow giving you nothing but friendly icons without 
souls-



I just can’t get away from talking about these fucking smart phones- maybe 
because I see them as underlying causes of a lot of what makes modern 

day Americans what they are- and no one is talking about it- so fuck- talk to 
people in real life- make eye contact with people- say hi- be a human being 

living in physical reality- be aware of your environment- don’t avoid your 
thoughts- who are you? what do you want? Don’t look at your fucking smart 

phone for answers- listen to yourself for once- remember life is looking up- 
not down into your smart phone- look down into too much and you’ll miss 

your life- the world inside that phone is eternal but the life outside of it is 
not- don’t waste your time.s they walked in a circle behind the rest of us.

-----

 Flipping through webpages thinking thoughts on dead life relived as 

clickbait makes impotent action.

Staring at an icon, emoticon, truncating a friend- disconnecting from frayed 
emotions- missing the real- seeing the controlled comfortable humanity that 

is offered through limited interfaces inundated with ad’s to propagate the 
network to mine data.

Rarely do I feel things when staring at a screen- I think I feel things- I think 

about feeling things- I think about other people feeling things- experiencing 
things while I stare at them and their thoughts on a screen is not living.



I’m looking into the windows served up by aggregation algorithms that have 
singled me out- they ate my cookies and now they look to serve me fresh 

pre-made plastic content straight from the content factory. Get ya content 
heyah- get ya hawt content! It says here in the fortune cookie we left on ya 

computah that you’re incontinent? Get ya adult diapa’s here- Cookies 
cleared-

All your friends are here on our friendly friend network whose goal is to 

make you more friends and connect you with more friendly people- we just 
love you and want to make you so happy with all these friends packing 

you’re hosting and falling out the fuckin windows you have so many friends 
as you sit alone on your smart phone flicking and swiping through what 

virtual strangers are doing and not doing or trying to do you creating 
content for others to swipe and generate data to be mined and sold by a 

giant corporation that doesn’t give a fuck about you or your fake ass friends 
that let high levels of narcissism that is now normal and socially acceptable 

encourage them to share every moment of every second of every angle of 
every object and/or event in an attempt to validate the vacuum of 

pointlessness they call their own life.

Lie to others and yourself and friends will flow like water- all around you 
laughing and cheering- everything is awesome- I am awesome- you are 

awesome- its not your fault its their fault- you did the right thing they did the 
wrong thing- you tried your best its their fault- its not your fault- your 

dreams will come true from you sitting on your ass playing on your 



smartphone sitting around with others doing the same thing with the 
majority if their free time- you will have it all without doing anything difficult 

or uncomfortable to get it- you are awesome.

Tell the truth to others and to yourself in Murica and you have no friends- 
friends don’t want reality- they want you to uphold the fantasy they are 

interpretive dancing too in their own mind- tell the truth and be well with 
yourself and totally fucked with everyone else- friends are overrated 

anyway- I’d take a night of getting good work done then hanging out with 
friends any day- thats what it took to get this written- sacrifice a few glass 

clanks and buzzed smiles for a chance to let your dreams run wild-

------

On a slow train to a place that doesn’t matter.
As the gleaming train whipped by the hobbling man in flip flops stumbled 

for a second before raising his hand over his face to shield his eyes from 
the dust and debris that the train was firing in his direction. The diesel 

missile of blue steel screamed out with an ear piercing crescendo before 
silence fell. Pebbles pressed and twisted into the earth the only sound now 

as the man crossed over the train tracks and into the train itself.
The train departs.

What do these ducks eat in this grey brown muck?



Holding a child 4 people wave at the train as it passes- one man points his 
oversized smart phone at it to capture a moment he will never revisit whose 

experience is forever lost.
Tiny dilapidated wooden houses collapsed under the weight of the burden 

of time and lead based graffiti.
Giant mud puddles with sea birds in them searching for sustenance.

An orchard of tumbleweeds waiting to be set free and see the west at 180 
degrees.

A huge pit of excavated concrete lie in the middle of a field of dead grass.
An oversized truck with oversized tires sits alone on the side of the road 

higher then its automotive peers because the owner feels so low. Solo.
A mass of green rusted pipes from a smoking factory filling dark round train 

cars with unknown chemicals to power faceless machines in another 
county.

Fenced in lot of abandoned cars stored for future use of dreams that will 
never come- they wait to be dissembled and melted down when the fearful 

dreamer dies, rusting in a sacred place protected by barbed wire, dogs and 
alarm systems that go off routinely and make the owner feel as if 

everything is safe when nothing is alive.
 

A huge satellite dish half the size of the backyard it protrudes from is a 

beacon of boredom and listlessness.
 



A tall ivy covered wall half heartily protects the cookie cutter condos from 
the blaring horn of the train and the unstoppable reality of the chaotic 

shanty towns that lie on the other side.
 

Murals on the banks of filthy storm sewers filled with trash.

 

A banged up shopping cart stands alone waiting for the train to pass- its 
owner wandered off far away to another corner of their mind, just as 

cluttered as the cart.
 

Overflowing dumpsters in an empty parking lot outside of a grey apartment 

complex.
 

Two rusted faded shopping carts standing next to each other against a 

crumbling wall covered in graffiti having a conversation about the weather.
 

A single car tire next to the tracks- rolled? Thrown over a backyard fence?

 



Luggage with the stuffing ripped out lay open and exposed surrounded by 
dirty grey debris in the dull Sunday morning California sun.

 

Another shanty town hidden amongst the trees where the train tracks split- 
hiding from the sun or the judgmental eyeballs of those that pay their taxes 

and give their souls to a god that taxes them accordingly without mercy 
beyond death.

 

“Niles” it says on a rolling golden brown hill behind a group of three 
different colored porta-potties parked next to a tiny vintage train stop.

 

Backyards brown, golf course green.
 

A woman in her 50’s with shining, curly hair fresh out of the salon can 

barely walk down the single flight of stairs to the lower level on her own.
 

Razor wire- razor wire everywhere- protecting empty lots, dumpsters, 

storage containers, public storage, dead architecture whose music will 
never thaw because its just one note over and over arranged in the same 

way- auto-tuned. Add automated LFO for appropriate pop culture response.



 

 

Call box 130 04- a bright blue sign with a solar panel atop its erect robotic 
form.

 

Twin surveillance cameras sit side by side pointed in the same direction on 
a black twisted iron bar protected by razor wire- two eyes from the same 

brain or the type of paranoid and wasteful redundancy that makes for such 
a place.

 

A large colorful mural with the words “rebels” hangs over the grey concrete 
facade of what is probably a high school- a public prison built to break 

souls and fit molds.
 

I unwrap the tight plastic on my pre-made turkey sandwich that I hurriedly 

purchased at whole foods with an empty wallet and a plastic card. I had to 
cross a marathon twice to make way in flip flops as the ticks tocked to 

catch a train.
 



A yard of scrap metal and crushed cars protected by razor wire rusts into a 
sagging broken face as it clings onto a newer fence with shiner razor wire.

 

Oakland coliseum next stop a woman says over the loud speaker as I dig 
into “Moms macaroni salad” with a plastic fork that I also purchased pre-

made in a plastic tub at Whole foods with an empty wallet and a plastic 
card. I wonder if I could save money I don’t have by eating plastic?

 

Baseball fans wearing the jerseys of men who will never know them pay 
large fees to see other men in tight pants swing big wood while being paid 

big. I used to be a baseball fan until one night I was at a game- seventh 
inning stretch I didn’t stand for patriotic song and wondered “what am I 

doing with my life?” I never went back or cared ever again but I retain 
enough knowledge of the sport to small talk with new people that are 

uncomfortable with healthy silence- a very useful ability.
 

Passing over another freeway filled with metal boxes spewing poison that 

kill small animals that situate lone humans moving in the same general 
direction wondering why they feel so alone and unattached from the all.

 



A woman holding two bags stands on the corner of some hood- trash 
littered sidewalks and graffiti stained buildings stand behind her- she stops 

and changes direction staring down at her smart phone- the train lay idle 
waiting for another to pass on adjacent tracks- I stare off at the tired and 

worn neighborhood. The train rolls slowly forward as I can see new high 
rise private prison like condos lurking behind the hood protected by high 

concrete walls and razor wire.
 

A black hummer sits outside of a light brown Mexican restaurant- the large 

boxy car a relic of waste. An unwieldy container of dashed dreams guzzling 
life by the gallon- all the while being big and stupid, boastful even in its 

decadence and ignorance.
 

A large shanty sits in front of a skyline of short skyscrapers of uninspired 

architecture as a line of cars wait for the train to pass. The drivers arms 
hung out the windows of their cars- tapping the sides- waiting for life.

 

Extra space storage in a round green sign to hold your belongings that hold 
you back from living a life well lived- from giving your all to a cause beyond 

amassing plastic goods with a plastic card to fill your backyard- you can sell 
it all for pennies and weep at your waste when times get hard.



 

 

A couple of sports fans with slouched posture smirk at each other, 
oversized smart phones bulging from their pockets- their waistlines bulging 

from the oversize sugar saturated branded sweet caffeinated drinks in their 
paws. They sweat slightly moving from car to parking lot to destination. The 

train starts moving forward again- slowly.
 

More shanty towns, more razor wire. Tattered plastic bags waving from 

holes in a cyclone fence.
 

The train runs parallel with a freeway full of speeding cars like ghosts 

passing through a zone of forgettable thoughts as a flock of pigeons glide 
overhead without moving their wings.

 

 

A huge shanty town behind a major retail outlet- a shiny red SUV passes 
through- its driver holds a smart phone to their head while the passengers 

look bewildered by the surrounding tent and plastic bag city.



 

The train stops- I watch a white man with dark plastic glasses and white 
plastic earbuds look into his smart phone as he waits to board the train. A 

black man with dark plastic glasses and a tall branded coffee cup held high 
passes through the cabin.

 

Loops and loops of razor wire protect a lot of unsold cars- the razor wire 
continues on protecting stacks of wooden pallets and eventually metal 

waste barrels before it ends at a factory. Shanty towns and mounds of trash 
lay outside the razor wire barrier.

 

A crop of private prison like apartments with draconian HOA sits next to the 
train stop- I watch a white man without plastic sunglasses with white plastic 

earbuds look at the passing train with smart phone in hand- he probably 
already finished his branded coffee drink in tall cup.

 

 

A couple walks through the cabin and looks in my direction- the man with 
dark sunglasses and a plastic bluetooth device glued to the side of his 

head- the woman with microwaved solid hair and an annoyed look on her 



face- they look at me and reverse direction as if a closed door with a rude 
sign was presented to them without offering a branded coffee drink in tall 

cup.
 

Houses upon houses stacked on top of each other on small hills- a game of 

leapfrog to outdo each others worth as judged by gpa, gnp, to compensate 
for tiny pee pee either physically and/or mentally and a general lack of the 

passions.
 

 

This is Richmond- trash and razor wire- warning petroleum pipeline- a dead 

Bart platform stained with various unknown substances friendly to tattered 
cardboard shards and cleaning products. Electric third rail. Danger. Keep 

away. Murder rate- extremely high- third rail ain’t scaring me around here 
guy.

 

I finish my raw cacao unsweetened non state standard brand coffee drink 
in plastic container that I was supposed to enjoy by 11–10–15. I thank it for 

allowing me to enjoy it and curse it for making me have to pee.
 



I sigh as I return from the restroom- the malfunctioning toilet so full of bright 
yellow urine and bits of fecal matter it sloshes back and forth with the trains 

uneven movements spilling onto the floor as the flushing mechanism is 
broken. A white man with tan cargo shorts descends down the stairs as I 

hear the restroom door close- the horrors that await him and his fancy toe 
shoes if he is not fleet of foot and agile enough to dodge miniature waves 

of liquid bad. The last time I took this train two weeks ago the toilet did flush 
but when it did it burped out water which you had to dodge if you were too 

close. I’m on edge.
 

A single green porta-pottie is rooted in the middle of a dusty field- its 

flushing mechanism can never malfunction but it always holds olfactory 
horrors inside.

 

Another man descends the stairs and enters the bathroom- I should have 
warned him like he was entering a show by a hack comedian that smashes 

smushy objects- you will get wet.
 

The man returns with his blank face, darker tan cargo pants and blue 

button up shirt- he is unfazed.
 



A shanty town- an elementary school- a factory- a happy family. From birth 
to death to death.

 

Oh no a young woman in a bright orange dress descends the stairs now to 
enter the sloshy horror show- I fear for the life of her frilly orange dress that 

is sure to be stained with liquid bad. I wait for her screams of terror but they 
do not come as she quickly comes back up the stairs so search for another 

restroom- a survivor she is.
 

OH no another woman descends the stairs- this one holding her purse and 

in a hurry- what will win- the urgency to do the thing or the fear of all things 
icky and disgusting sloshing around below you with accompanying aroma 

that accentuates as it abhors? I await her return if she survives. She walks 
slowly back up the stairs staring at the ground- a novel of catatonia written 

on her face- this poor woman- she retakes her seat and stares out the 
window seeking an escape from the liquid terror that had just held her in its 

acrid grasp.
 

I try to forget about the restroom and look out the window at a large body of 

water with a few sailboats in it. Old broken pier supports jut out of the water 
like burnt wooden match sticks.



 

I try to forget about the restroom then something hits me- I peed in the 
restroom three times- is it me? Am I the perpetrator of this horror that has 

gripped this train car?! Am I a horrible person? Like the now deceased 
joker in this latest batman film franchise did I just want to see it burn? Did I 

just want to see it overflow and wash away what little humanity these smart 
phone having, bluetooth wearing, branded coffee holding automatons 

have? initially I deny it- but inside I know it is true- I was the pee pee man 
that pushes the pee pee over the edge! Its true I did not contribute any 

fecal matter but I must take some credit for the horrible situation that has 
now besieged this train car and destroyed the soul of at least one person!

 

The train stops and more passengers get on- more victims for my pee pee 
plague! More numbers for my reign of terror! They come from all cultures 

and all walks of life- descend my victims! Heed the call of your bladders 
and descend those stairs! Descend and know true horror brought on by 

distilled water from a large plastic bottle filled in a strip mall water store- its 
probably just fucking tap water but I don’t care it was all for this! Distilled 

water isn’t even hydrating- it just goes right through you- you’d have to be 
some sick toilet bowl overflowing sadist to drink that stuff right before you 

get on a train.
 



I might be taking too much credit for this thing as I did not break the toilets 
flushing mechanism- perhaps I was just an innocent- not a bystander 

because bystanders don’t pee in things- I would say I was an accomplice- 
thats the worst of it- I wasn’t the mastermind- I was just the dummy that 

went along with it- can’t we all say that for most everything terrible?
 

I am not the bad man- I am not the bat man or the joker- I’m just a guy 

riding a train to Sacramento that was too well hydrated with mineral robbing 
water.

 

 

My wife replies to the text message I sent an hour ago with this here laptop 
computer- I don’t use a smart phone myself because I’m afraid it will make 

me stupid in a social sense. I reply to her text message and I do not 
mention the restroom as its just our secret now. The train marches on 

through plains of dry grass and abandoned cars.
 

Less than an hour from the destination and I’m glad for it as I was only able 

to sleep 3 hours last night- before I retired at 4 am I talked with a colleague 
for 3 hours as they searched for consolation within me for them taking their 

own journey making a feature film- I had no real answers other than just 



“be stupid” stupid as in risk taking and reckless as it would appear to a 
normal person- I could have also said just “live life” living is dangerous and 

unpredictable, dying is safe and predictable.
 

I don’t mind losing sleep if I can help a friend not lose their real life to fear- 

there will always be uncertainty as long as you are alive and not trapped in 
an OCD cycle in a padded room. We all feel fear- but I say use fear to 

combat fear- I use the fear of living an unfulfilled mediocre life to overpower 
all the other fears like fear of failure- fear of being homeless- and the other 

common ones for creative people that want to do something different and 
away from the mainstream.

 

Well anyway- the trains horn blares- I try to stay balanced on a shaky, 
uneven piss stained structure- void of humanity- owned by corporations- 

lacking a soul-surrounded by razor wire protecting material goods and 
property at the expense of and to the detriment of humanity- lacking any 

moral responsibility- Murica 2015- I don’t want it to be easy and full of 
happy faces I just want to the toilet to work.

Addendum: After I departed the train I went into the restroom at 
Sacramento station. I walked up to the urinal and looked over my shoulder 

toward the stall because someone was in there playing music loud on their 



phone. At first I though “what the fuck is that?” then I listened for a second 
and it was the Tech N9ne song “Jellysickle” -being a fan of Tech I walked 

up to the closed toilet stall and said “ DAMN dude got Tecca Nina in the 
toilet!” and I saw a bearded guy look through the crack in the door and go 

“yeah mayne” I responded with an emphatic “YEH!” as in “YEAH BOY” and 
exited the restroom with a smile.

-----

 Its 7:48pm as I’m sitting at a Persian cafe in downtown San Jose- at the 

cafe that my favorite comedian Doug Stanhope was yelled at by someone 
for smoking when he was here performing at the Improv in town- it was a 

hilarious show- there’s now a different kind of show playing out in front of 
me-

There’s a long, large stone stable in the middle of this paseo on which 

businesses line either side- I’m sitting outside a cafe facing a man in 
sunglasses at night- as he sits there with a tall Arizona Ice Tea- hands 

flailing into the air-

Tourists and joggers pass by- their heads cranking backwards to gawk at 
this strange display they have probably never observed before-

In this city every male ages 14-25 should be assumed to be a rapper- just 

like how when the U.S. military kills people with drone strikes- every make 



over the age of 16 is labeled a militant- therefore we did good- killed some 
more random people over the age of 16- we don’t know who they were- but 

we killed em- this guy out here is trying to kill it- in a different way- low fi 
beats streaming out of his smart phone that law on the shiny tabletop- he 

sits in a chair at the head of the table- his invisible knights of the round 
table- the invisible disciples at this- one of his many supper where sick 

rhymes are served every Monday night from 7-9pm- ho nods his head and 
flails his arms as he spits what I must day are quite weak rhymes-

Several plastic bags stuffed with clothes and various debris surround him 

like kids at a camp fire- these inanimate objects the kids- his staring off with 
sunglasses at night and flailing arms the flames and the fire-

Nothing really off about some homeless guy rapping badly- the thing that 

makes this sad and funny to me are his lyrics- oh here’s comes another 
hook “ I’m bout my money I’m bout my money ah yeah “ he says flailing his 

arm- striking celebratory poses as tech executives in suits pass him by 
without taking notice-

So there’s this clearly- poor- homeless guy rapping about all his money- 

bragging about all his money- he’s homeless- his clothes are dirty- all his 
belongings at his feet-  a poor man bragging about the money he doesn’t 

have crying out for attention as rich guys with the money walk past not 
noticing his existence-



He clearly has no money- so where does a person’s mind have to be to rap 
badly like this in public? A lot of the homeless are mentally ill and this 

young man is probably one of them- is it funny in a pathetic way? Is it just 
sad?

An overweight homeless women in a tiny skirt that she is overflowing out of 

walks up next to him- leans on the table and kisses him on the cheek- he 
ignores her and keeps flailing his arms- as she points to the nearby park 

and walks in that direction as if trying to get him to return to the park with 
the rest of the homeless people that call the park home for a good portion 

of the day- he keeps rapping about his money-

I’ve seen other homeless people approach him and say “ hey its Mr. rapper 
“ then laugh and walk away- he ignored them and kept rapping-

Is he in denial about being homeless trying to pretend and pantomime like 

a famous. rich rapper?

Now a skinny looking frat-boy type with a bottle of beer and a girl in short 
shorts are now dancing around him going “ alright ok! “  entertained by the 

man with sunglasses rapping badly-the homeless guy pops up and turns off 
his beats “ do you rap ?” he barks- the girl answers “ he wishes he could “ 

Now the rapper is giving him tips on how to rap “everyone can rap its easy” 
Biiiiiiitch its easy to rap badly I think to myself-



 He’s also sharing his career plans “ I’m going to make it as a rapper and 
go all the way to the top “ he says in a jittery nervous tone “ whose the best 

rapper?” he asks- the half drunk frat-boy holding the beer doesn’t answer- 
now they are arguing about who is the “best rapper” he’s clearly losing the 

crowd-

The homeless rapper man speaks in a frenzied tone as the couple listens- 
the couples posture stiffens with a “what the fuck is this guy talking about” 

look to it as the slowly fade away from him- he keeps babbling about the 
history of hip hop- he just won’t stop talking- talking about “rap there days” 

and other rappers- I’m bored just sitting here- the couple stands silently so 
the rapper guy tries to dave the moment “ anyway god loves you “ he says 

as they walk away as a look of relief washes over their faces-

The rapper man sits in silence for a few seconds- turns the beats back on 
and continues to rap badly as a jet flies overhead echoing through the 

paseo with shiny hotel windows and wack rhymes-

An older woman on a bike with stuffed animals on the handlebars stops to 
talk to him- they chit chat pointing towards the park- he stiffs with a stiff 

posture as if waiting for her and reality to leave him alone so he can 
continue his rap fantasy for the disinterested tourists, tech people and 

joggers-



I’m the only person that always pays attention to him all the time when I’m 
here- I find myself drawn to strange people- they sure are more interesting 

than the average Chad- I just wish this guy would practice a bit more and 
rap about real things from his real life- he’s not rich- he’s not pimpin hoes- 

he’s not famous- the only person he is fooling is himself- he doesn’t even 
fool the other homeless people- they look at him like their little brother that 

really believes he’s batman or superman- sure dreams do come true but 
downtown San Jose is never going to make this guys dreams come true 

the ways he wants- the woman on the bike- eventually leaves- I stay- 
tapping on my keyboard-

-----

 Walking on dry dirt with flip flops to faded vintage schwinn bicycle- some 

number of years old- replacement for similar looking bike stolen outside of 
a cafe- I left my bike alone that day and walked down the street while a 

man passes me on a bike that looked like mine “that bike looks just like 
mine” I thought to myself- upon returning to the empty bike rack and 

severed chain I learned a truth.

My wife follows me on her newer schwinn- with the first money I made with 
my 2012 film Heart String Marionette I bought my wife a bike and my mom 

a bike- I wish they could have new cars or houses but I am an artist and 
thats the best I could do- I don’t feel any guilt for not being what I can’t be 

while retaining my individuality and spirit-



Our bicycles clang dropping from a high curb rolling into the street- 

A man or woman frozen in the middle of the street holding onto with one 

hand a plastic trash can on wheels as I pass I identify the woman as a 
homeless woman wearing several layers of clothing that sometimes sleeps 

outside the Japanese  marketI frequent- I bought her lunch and desert once 
as I was appalled by a single woman in tattered clothes sleeping outside 

covered in newspaper  blankets to stay warm in Murica- as I was buying 
her food in the Japanese market the checker and bagged commented on 

the woman “is she out there again?” one said “yeh she peed by our door 
last time” the other said- I didn’t sense any compassion- just annoyance for 

the inconvenience that woman urinating near the door of their workplace 
probably caused. This homeless woman that is clearly mentally ill and in 

dirty tattered clothing squatting down to pee in front of this business 
because there are no public restrooms available in the area while the dog 

clothing store directly across the street shows off the latest dog fashions 
that owners with disposable incomes and surrogate furry children swipe 

plastic cards to raise the status of their “babies” that eat gluten free organic 
dog food.

I stop my bike and turn around returning to where the woman is standing-

Multiple layers of dirty clothing, missing teeth, saliva, eyes darting back and 

forth- confused cyclical speech patterns “Are you ok? its dangerous here, 



you should walk over to the sidewalk” I say. Her eyes dart back and forth 
toward me and away from me “ I know I know I’m just- I just have to” she 

mumbles “Do you want me to help you- do you need help?” I say “ No its ok 
I’ll but first I have to…” I get back on my bike and start riding away- looking 

back- holding onto the plastic garbage container she slowly walks to the 
side of the street and back onto the sidewalk.

Rolling forward on bike lane- stop at light- light turns green- middle aged 

white woman with short greying hair with smart phone pressed to her head 
turns left into my path- always watching the ones with smart phones I 

slowed to a crawl predicting her behavior- half way through the lane the 
woman talking loudly on her phone slows and looks up acknowledging her 

mistake with a wave continuing to talk on the smart phone- she does not 
stop she continues through with her turn- she looks away as I try to make 

contact with her raising a thumbs up for everyone to see- she barrels on 
down the street smart phone glued to head talking loudly.

Smell of urine- half empty dumpster with faded paint- FOR LEASE in the 

large tinted windows on what was a dying pool hall- we lock our bikes to a 
bike rack with a dull shine.

My wife walks to the left towards the small yoga studio with lotuses painted 

on the windows- I walk in the opposite direction- I appreciate yoga but for 
my exercise and stress relief I do plyometrics and kettle bell workouts in a 

dirt patch in our backyard. Also when you get married and live together time 



alone is an important thing- people should get married but not become 
siamese fucking twins- retain your individuality- no one wants to talk to and 

hang out with a collective consciousness known as that couple who acts 
like the Borg of boring- so do your own things for fucks sake.

I pass a homeless man to my right- I know this man- 13 years ago I was a 

horrible musical and street performer- this city of San Jose California has 
green pay toilets spouted up like rotten mushrooms around its downtown- 

these are identical to the pay toilets in San Francisco California used by 
junkies to shoot up in- I have heard the toilets are from France- make your 

city like Paris by adding white Christmas lights everywhere- it impresses 
people- magical they say- also Hitler was there- celebrities!  

The homeless I encountered in Paris were mostly Romanian from what I 

learned from the locals- I sat in a Parisian cafe with an artist friend I met the 
day before who toured me around Paris on foot and brought me into his 

home to have dinner with his wife and two children- the last time I have felt 
true fear and intimidation was when I showed some of my animation work 

to his two clearly brilliant boys- I felt like an infant- they gave my work an 
approving nod and I was allowed to keep my testicles somewhat 

descended that night.

I was not used to seeing homeless women beggars like the ones I saw in 
Paris- they were on their knees- face to the pavement with arms 

outstretched-palms open- I had seen such a stance in Prague but the 



poses were undertaken by older men that looked like drunks or junkies- in 
Paris these were lone women- some older women- I could not help but 

think of my mother in such a situation so every time I saw a woman 
begging in Paris I gave her some money- as I leaned over and put some 

money into their hands- my new friend this French artist would lean over 
and say something to them in French- he turned to me and said “I told them 

that it was an American that had given them the money” I don’t know why 
he said that but it made me feel good that I was doing something that I 

perceived as a good deed in the name of my country.

My country MURICA! I was a guest in Bratislava Slovakia for a film event 
once- the hosts were holding video cameras and filming me as we parked 

in a parking lot and walked past the attendant- a big bite of a fellow with a 
barrel chest and missing front teeth barked at us. He asked them 

something in Slovak they answered with “American” he quickly responded 
in English “America?! George Bush TUAH!” as he literally and figuratively 

spat on the floor- I looked him in the eye and said “ Yeah George Bush is a 
fucking idiot I agree “ as I make the spitting on the floor sound without 

actually spitting. The parking lot attendant looked a bit confused and he 
fished inside of his head for his next comment- he cleared his throat and 

threw his hands up point his well muscled arms at me “ So what do you 
do?” he said- at the time I was making animation films so I said “ I make 

films “ He was ready for that as he chest raised up to build up the power to 
do the spit thing again- I knew it was coming “ Hollywood?! TUAH! “ he 

literally and figuratively spat on the floor again “ yeah I know fuck 



Hollywood I hate Hollywood “ I said much to his surprise. He seemed to be 
at a loss for words- he looked at the Slovakian guys I was with they smiled 

as one of them filmed the interaction- seemingly out of spit the man 
dropped his aggressive posture and asked “ So what kind of movies do you 

make” so I answered “ Right now I’m making a Samurai movie- its an 
animation and its influenced by 1960’s samurai films and spaghetti 

westerns “ A light fired up in his eyes and he leapt to the balls of his feet “ 
Clint Eastwood?! “ he shouted “ Yeah I love Clint Eastwood westerns- its 

influenced by those” I said as he was motioning for us to enter the little 
room he stayed in while watching over the parking lot- “here here” he said 

as he invited us in “ look” he said as he pointed to an old black and white 
TV with Fistful of Dollars playing on it “ I love Clint Eastwood westerns” he 

added “ yeah I love those too” I said- we shook hands as the guys I was 
with chatted with him for a second before we left- I have yet to see that 

footage but it would be fun too some day-

Speaking of Hollywood douchebaggery and Slovakia- when I arrived there I 
went with the film students who flew me out there to a supermarket as we 

were walking around and they bought mostly liquor and fruit juice they 
described to me how the movie “Hostel” created a major event in their 

country nearly destroying their tourism industry- I’ve only seen a few 
minutes of the film but its about a hostel in Slovakia in which the people 

who run the hostile murder the guests- and since the always well cultured 
people of murica are mostly educated by pop cultured it made them fearful 

of this scary Slovakia country so tourism was hit very hard- the producers 



of the film shit all over this country made their profits and moved on like 
they often do- the film students still had their sense of humor about though 

as right after they finished explaining the situation about the film Hostel and 
the western world believing that they are a bunch of psycho killers they said 

“now let us take you to your hostel!” with maniacal laughs! They were all 
very nice people even to the Murican dumbass who got blackout drunk with 

a Slovakian rapper in which I have flashes of me rapping on a mic at a 
house party- I woke up in an alley and a girl from the festival found me and 

took me back to safety- nice people there in Slovakia- fuck Hollywood 
TUAH! 

I used to be a rapper like every other dude in this city- I was once at a film 

festival in Waterloo Canada in a Q and A for my first film when someone 
asked me “why do you wear your hat like that” referring to the sideways hat 

I wore at the time. I was jet lagged and braindead at the time because I had 
returned from a trip to Germany, Italy and Croatia for some film stuff and 

got home on a Sunday night and had to fly out to Waterloo on Monday 
morning- so I was there- happy to be there as I know I’m lucky to have 

been able to do all this cool travel stuff- so I answered the question with “ 
well I rhyme and stuff I’ve put out like 10 albums of music 4 people listen 

to” The guy that asked the question seemed genuinely interested so he 
added “ can you freestyle right now” I knew I could make up excuses with 

the jet lag and the like but I was so tired and not giving a fuck it seemed the 
best possible solution would be to just bust some rhymes- so I free-styled a 



couple bars the guy seemed happy and the crowd applauded -and we went 
on with the next question- its handy being a rapper some times-

Other times its not so handy- like when everyone you know is finishing an 

album and trying to get you to buy it- at one point a guy stopped me on the 
street and asked me to buy his cd so I pulled out my cd and asked him to 

buy mine- we smiled at each other awkwardly and both walked backwards 
like cartoon dogs- eyes darting from corner to corner looking for the one 

person out there who was a rapper selling their cd- they were not found- if 
they weren’t rappers they were just guys handing out flyers for themselves- 

I’m not even kidding- I guess being a rapper and making beats and the 
whole recording an album was just way too much work for these dudes that 

just used it as a thing to talk to and try to bang chicks- so what they did was 
make flyers for themselves- I still remember the first one I came across was 

for a guy that called himself “Hot Sauce”

I was standing against the cement railing on top of a parking garage 
overlooking a street busy with foot traffic below- around this time is when 

the night clubs vomited people vomiting on to the street- they were also 
urinating and defecating as well as I learned from the security attendant 

that patrolled the federal building across the street who apparently aimed 
the surveillance camera on the hottest chicks taking dumps on the ground 

during his watch “hot chicks yeh they just take dumps like right there!” he 
said as he pointed into a corner semi obscured by a small tree inside of a 

circular bench. I would often come up to the parking garage alone to watch 



the people- to see them scream and yell- walking awkwardly with oversized 
ill fitting shoes- to see them shivering in the cold wearing next to nothing- to 

see men throwing their arms up like crawdads looking for a fight-

I did see a fight once from this very spot as a few friends and I had brought 
a projector, a laptop and some joysticks up to the top of the parking garage- 

we were playing a giant projected version of Marvel vs Capcom on a wall 
when we heard some slurred profanities from the street below- so we 

looked over the edge with giant idle superheroes bouncing back and forth 
on the wall behind us waiting for a fight- on the street below there was a 

skinnier guy stumbling around yelling and pointing at a big tall burly guy- 
the skinny guy craw-dadded throwing his arms up like crustacean claws in 

a “whats up” gesture. The big guy stood his ground- the small guy inched 
closer eventually getting in the face of the big man-

We stood there leaning over the concrete edge a knurled steel cable 

vibrating as we pushed onto it trying to get a closer look- giant projections 
of Spiderman and Strider bouncing behind us waiting for action as the timer 

ticked down-

The skinny guy leapt in and threw a punch at the big guy- the big guy 
lurched back as the little guy flew into his face throwing a flurry of weak 

looking punches more with his wrists than his fists- the big guy grabbed a 
hold of him and the skinny guy kept up the ineffective barrage of fisticuffs- 

the skinny guy had now gotten the big guy in a headlock as the big guy 



leaned over seemingly unfazed by this surprise crayfish assault force of 
skittering wrist claw fists-

In an instant the big guy had lifted the skinny guy into the air and with a 

rush of air and a loud dull meaty thud he slammed the skinny guy down 
onto the concrete an “OH SHIT” reverberating in an onlookers mind- the big 

rolled over so that he was now on top of the skinny guy pummeling his face 
with his large fist each one making a bright WAP sound- after 20 or so 

punches the big guy stood up dusted himself off pointed at the small guy 
and walked away-

All the while this was going on the police were watching from 60 feet away 

as they were manning a barricade to divert traffic- the big guy walked by 
the police and away into the night- eventually the small guy stumbled to his 

feet on shaky legs with a bloodied and swollen face- unaware to our 
prescience we kept watching him as he patted down his own pockets as if 

searching for a phone- he felt his face with his hands and shouted “FUCK” 
he paced back and forth removing his shirt and sticking it into his back 

pocket- he walked towards the police as they raised a flashlight in his face- 
he walked back the other way directly underneath us as he cursed to 

himself-

A crowd of nightclubbing women sauntered towards him he ran up to the 
group- “let me use your phone- let me use your phone” he insisted as the 

women backed up and moved away- “let me use your phone” he insisted 



as they avoided him and kept moving forward saying nothing- So at this 
point “let me use your phone” was not effective at getting his point across- 

he needed a plea much more personal and much more persuasive- he 
needed to touch their hearts and move their souls so they would let him 

use their smart phone so he could most likely call his friends so they could 
form a gang of raised claw crawdads to find the badman of that night to 

pummel and terrorize him and his friends thereby giving purpose and focus 
to their lives for at least one night-

So with all this on the line what passionate plea did he create? What 

persuasive prose that would no doubt make a call to a higher need- a 
higher cause- what did he come up with to touch these women’s 

heartstrings and move them to action?

He hobbled around the group and made his way directly in front of them 
stopping them in their tracks- he singled out one woman and pleaded with 

her while pointing with an outstretched finger at his own face and this is 
what he said- this is his passionate plea for him and all of his friends to 

make themselves and to make life matter for one more night- one more 
night of life- this is what he said- 

“ look at me face dog! look at my face dog! let me use your phone dog! look 

at my face dog!” That was the best he could come up with that chilly night 
in downtown San Jose- So he reused the “let me use your phone” part but 

added “dog” on to it- a called to the women’s inner thugs- a call to the dog 



with DMX’s face on it inside of them- a call to their primordial I gotta get 
mine fuck you WOOF WOOF inner soul thug dog! But that wouldn’t be 

enough- he needed to make a human connection with them so that they 
knew this was a flesh and blood- blood of my blood real human thug dog in 

front of them- they could of mistaken him for a telephone phone or a 
mailbox if he didn’t explicitly point as his own face that was less than two 

feet from their own faces but still- they could of thought it was a flyer on a 
telephone pole talking or even worse the police! No we in the hood- its me! 

Thug dog man! Look at my face dog! Its a face in front of your face and its 
bleeding real thug blood! Thug girls hear my call and respond to my call to 

action by lending me your magical smart phone so I can holler at my 
extinguished boys so they can hastily come to my side and assist me in 

seeking out this badman that did this to my thug dog blood of my blood 
face!

Even with all this going for him his passionate plea topped off with “dog” fell 

on deaf ears. The woman stepped back as the group walked around him 
and continued to meander down the street toward the police barricade- the 

man turned to face the group of women throwing his hands up again like an 
aggressive crawdad “look at my face dog!” he screamed- the loud static 

hiss of a police PA turning on “ sir, put your shirt on” a stern voice of a 
policemen said in the tone of a disapproving father- the man slowly lowered 

his crawdad fists and pulled the shirt out of his back pocket- The thug 
passion- the street magic was gone and dead- washed away by the stark 

reality of that policeman voice, the cold wind and the non responsive 



women to his thug dog cries. He cursed to himself as he pulled the shirt 
back over his head- we watched him disappear into the oncoming crowd of 

clubbing drunks approaching in the opposite direction- we could see him 
cursing and flailing to himself before he was gone- we turned around and 

got back to our game- we switched the games out- we felt like playing 
Street Fighter 2 now- I played as E Honda- my friend played as Vega- after 

beating Vega the screened flashed with his bloody beat up face as it does 
when you lose in Street Fighter 2- “look at my face dog!” I barked as we 

laughed playing our play fighting games as the adults went home.

I didn’t know anything about thug gay porn but I was working on a short 
animation based partly on the “look at my face dog” guy we had seen and I 

needed some images of gay thug porn stars for the animation- The 
animation was finished and was selected by a local film festival in 2005 it 

was called “Keep it real dog” I made it with two of my friends who were 
there up on that parking garage that night- so after the screening and 

during the Q and A one of the other filmmakers who was showing a film 
asked a question- in the animation in which one of the hardcore thugs who 

was obviously gay at the behest of the other in denial thugs dropped his 
“magazine” another character picks it up and flips through images of gay 

thug porn stars I found online- yep when you are a filmmaker you can look 
at gay thug porn and its just “research”

So this other filmmaker asks the question “did you know (some name I 

forgot)” I responded “ Did I know who?” He goes on to tell me that one of 



the gay thug porn stars images that I used in the animation was a friend of 
his and that he had died a month or so earlier- “ Oh I’m sorry to hear that- 

no- I just grabbed those images I found online” I said- the Q and A wrapped 
up and I had a good conversation with that same filmmaker as I really liked 

the short film that he had in the festival- meeting people through films is a 
fun way to make friends-

You can apparently also making friends by passing out fliers of yourself like 

“Hot Sauce” did- later during the “look at my face dog” night- we watched a 
group of men clutch their dicks as they talked to a group of women- the 

men postured and clutched and handed the women what looked like fliers- 
I saw one of them float to the floor- “I wonder what that is” I thought while 

focused on the unreadable glossy piece of paper 80 feet below- the penis 
posture men and the shivering women in uncomfortable footwear parted 

ways- it was time for us to go as well close to 2am so we packed up our 
stuff- we rode our bikes down the twisty parking garage to the ground 

below- I returned to wear the penis posture men were standing and 
watching a glossy piece of paper float down the street- I got off my bike and 

chased it down- as I raised it to my face under the sickly orange street light 
I read the words “hot sauce”

There was a picture of a young man- a headshot of apparently this “hot 

sauce” character- “Oh he must have an album” I thought as he must have 
been the rest of us album slanging folk on the streets. The front of the flyer 

said “Hot Sauce” and had his picture and a phone number and nothing 



else- I flipped it over to find information about his website or album or 
something but the back was blank- “wait this is just a flyer for himself?” I 

was perplexed until I remembered back to living in Santa Monica California 
some years before and was similarly perplexed when I met a man who 

handed me his what I assumed were “business” cards but maybe thats just 
my autistic mind sticking to strict definitions? So this guy handed me his 

card and it just had his headshot, his name and his phone number- it made 
no mention of what he did- “but this is a business card” my mind was stuck 

on his business whatever it was “ So are you an actor?” I asked “ Well 
whatever you know” he answered-

What were Hot Sauce and this Santa Monica business card man with no 

business? They were people- and apparently they were important enough 
to have flyers and business cards for themselves even though they had no 

outstanding skills, no products to peddle, no business to do other than? 
“Let’s hang out some time” said the Santa Monica man as he left the 

apartment after doing a cameo in my “Insane Untitled short film” 2002- he 
and his friends played the dying men on the floor who were singing “we’re 

dying” I wonder if they are dead now?

Strange people down there in Los Angeles and surrounding areas- I was 
making films in my sisters apartment at the time and got to meet a few of 

them like this man with the headshot business card who wasn’t an actor- or 
maybe everyone is an actor in that place waiting for their “big break” maybe 

I was just supposed to know that?



My friends in Santa Monica were an illegal Mexican immigrant that I lived 

with and was my best friend- a frizzy haired crazy man who wrote 
Leprechaun in the Hood and his wild eyed girlfriend raised by hippies 

named Pandora- a homeless artist and performer who become the star of 
many of my films even though he “didn’t entirely love what we were doing” 

as he wanted to do serious work- he thought I was a serial killer because of 
my obsession at the time with KitKat’s- “lets have KitKat’s!” I would say 

leaping out of my seat at 3am- as he was much more intelligent and aware 
than the rest of us he would day “ what do you mean Mike?” “ Lets go to 

gas station and get KitKat’s” I would answer “ KitKat’s?! What does that 
mean?” he asked “ You know KitKat’s the chocolate wafer things” I 

answered- he must of took me for a much more complicated man than I 
was and/or in his homeless/staying at some weird guys house state he was 

used to being around a bunch of creeps and freaks that used code words 
for their horrible fetishes and the people and things they committed crimes 

against but no I just wanted to get Kit Kat’s- he would half heartedly agree 
and walk slowly behind me waiting for someone to leap out, kidnap and 

torture him-

I’d walk up to the gas station attendant and buy two Kit Kat’s handing one 
to my talented homeless friend- he’s look at it puzzled as if there was some 

surprise in store but there was none- he’d finally let his guard down “I 
guess we’re just a couple of crazy guys having Kit kat’s eh?” he said as I 

smiled and walked back to the apartment. Steven was his name- I called 



him Stevie- I loved that guy- he was one of the smartest and most talented 
people I’ve ever met- he was a wonderful writer and comedian as well- but 

Stevie was a little too intelligent about things I believe- he would overthink 
things- doubt himself- doubt his ideas- overcomplicate things when he 

should have just enjoyed the Kit kat’s- without the desire to make it more 
than it was- if it was fun and was good and it worked than just leave it be- 

its ok- being stupid when you are really smart is a skill-

I considered Steve like a brother- a brother in the arts- he loved performing 
but I knew my ideas were a bit too strange for him- he enjoyed acting but 

his face would contort as I explained my pitch for “Cluck of death” about a 
stop motion whole chicken- the kind that you would buy to cook and eat- a 

stop motion whole chicken that stalked and raped male bodybuilders- I was 
laughing explaining the details of how the chicken would masturbate with 

non existent hands or penis while watching the bodybuilders shower from 
outside their windows before choking them to death with its missing limbs- 

his contorted face was struggling for answers “ why does this sick Kit kat 
man want to make such a thing “ I would imagine him thinking- a part of me 

enjoys making people feel that way and thats why I’ve done what I’ve done- 
its fun to make people revile and bewildered- we never made cluck of death 

unfortunately but it was fun watching Steve squirm in that Mexican 
restaurant on the Promenade as I explained it to him. “ Thats good Mike” 

he would say like a big brother talking to his mentally retarded younger 
sibling that wants to burn things. 



I don’t know whatever happened to Stevie- last I heard he was living on the 
east coast working as a caretaker for a man in a wheelchair and doing 

stand up comedy sets at hole in the wall bars. Most everything I know 
about improvisation and acting I learned from watching and working with 

him- I’d like to have a coffee with him some time in the future- and a Kit kat-

Stevie was a really good actor and he didn’t even have a business card- 
the really talented people rarely know how to market themselves or have 

the will too- “Hot Market” used personal flyers to market himself to women 
for copulatory purposes which is good- at least he was honest- so many 

“creative” get into music/film etc just to get laid and thats fine- its just 
pathetic and hilarious when they pretend that they are not- pathetic and 

hilarious are two words that describe my experience as a nobody rapper 
around other nobody rappers- there are no more as hilarious as Uzi man 

that frequented a local freestyle open mic but he was even bettered by a 
neighbor I had whom we’ll just call “Water tower MC” or WTMC for short-

While I was in college I was really into making films but I didn’t own any 

equipment I had to borrow it from my uncle or my friends grandma- I was 
saving up for a new Apple computer which was a G4 model at the time- I 

knew everything about them and the creative software you could run on 
them to make music, and edit films but I had never actually used one as I 

didn’t have the money to buy one yet- I had an old Mac SE30 I got for $50 
at a used Mac store but my neighbor had a new G4 because he was a 

rapper-



So I knew everything you could know about them without actually using 

them and he knew nothing about them but he owned one so we were a 
match made in heaven. I wanted to use one to uncover the awesome 

mysteries that must lie within to apply all my theoretical knowledge I 
gleaned from Apple marketing materials and he needed someone to fix it 

when something went wrong every week or so. We were friendly neighbors 
saying hi to each other as we were close in age but we never actually hung 

out. So I’d go over to his house now and then to fix something on his Mac- 
he was a rapper- a gangster rapper- he used Cubase to record with but 

was saving up to get a Pro Tools setup- he had other gangster rapper 
friends- one of which I remember particularly because he was a rich kid 

from a rich family and neighborhood- he usually acted the hardest of 
course- life is hard in a gated community up in the hills cause you know the 

gate to keep you safe could like not work sometimes then you’d be 
trapped- gangsta thug dog blood of my blood BLAP BLAP for sure.

So at this time I wasn’t rapping myself- I was just a fan who made 

instrumentals or beats as they are often called- the first time I hang out with 
WTMC outside of fixing his computer in his house was when we took a ride 

to San Francisco- the city- to visit the music school he was going to at the 
time- it was a place to learn how to produce music- track- mix- master all 

that- visiting the school itself was uneventful- as we got in the car to take 
the ride home he pulled something out of his pocket and spread some 

crystalline dust on the steering wheel “ this is just to keep me up so I don’t 



fall asleep on the way home” he said as he snorted it off of the steering 
wheel “ its just ice “ he added. He got his pick me up and we drove home 

talking about rappers and computers-
——

This has been an unedited strange book.
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